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UK Industrial Tapes are a leading manufacturer, converter and supplier of
adhesive tapes and adhesive products with over 30 years’ experience.
We offer an extensive range of high performance tapes and adhesives for the
artiﬁcial grass market which can be seen within our Edition 01 brochure.
We offer stock lines for express delivery across the UK and Europe and
competitive pricing on our range. We pride ourselves on high product quality
at the best service, as we look to offer the ultimate range of artiﬁcial grass
tapes and adhesive.
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SELF-ADHESIVE JOINTING TAPE
Our Jointing Tapes are a perfect tape for Artiﬁcial Grass installation. When connecting
both parts of the Artiﬁcial Grass you are able to roll out the tape underneath, removing
the backing paper to reveal high quality adhesive to secure the grass. This eliminates
the mess of glues or other adhesives and ensures ease of application.

We offer 2 jointing tapes

910 - Self-Adhesive Jointing Tape
Our most popular jointing tape, ease of use for most artiﬁcial grass
installations whether its domestic, retail or DIY. It has fantastic
temperature and UV resistance and can be used at very low
temperature. Great adhesive to a wide range of surfaces.
-

Green backing non-woven fabric 85 gsm thick
High tack adhesive system
Can be used indoors and outdoors
150mm x 5m, 150mm x 10m, 150mm x 20m

911 - Self-Adhesive Jointing Tape
A foil faced aluminium, coated with an aggressive adhesive, this jointing
tape is ideal for applications when the under surface is very uneven, as this
is a 1.5mm thick tape it can ﬂow into the surface to create an extra strong
bond. It has fantastic temperature and UV resistance and can be used at
very low temperature. Great adhesion to a wide range of surfaces and this
tape is moisture resistant.
-
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1.5mm thick foil faced aluminium
High tack adhesive system
Can be used indoors and outdoors
150mm x 10m, 150mm x 5m
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SEAMING TAPE AND ADHESIVE

912 - Seaming Tape and Adhesive
Our seaming tape is a fabric / polyethylene ﬁlm laminate. It consists of a
non-woven white polyester on the side where the adhesive is applied to
when seam jointing, on the other side it has a green polyethylene ﬁlm to
prevent the penetration of adhesive through onto the under surface.
This also prevents any moisture ingress from the base of the seam tape.
-

600 Micron (change from the current 500 GSM)
Soft fabric on the white side to allow the adhesive to bond to
Can be used indoors and outdoors
200mm x 100m, 200mm x 200m, 200mm x 300m
and other sizes available upon request

913 - Adhesive Sealant
Our 913 green sealant is ideal for application where a quick bond is
required and the requirement for a tape is not needed. Our green
sealant will bond and will set quickly (within 30 minutes) of application.
-

Green sealant (Clear or other colours available upon request)
Permanent adhesive
Can be used indoors
310ml tubes
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DOUBLE SIDED PERM / PEEL TAPE

901 - Double Sided – Perm – Peel
Our 901 is our popular cloth tape which has a high tack
permanent adhesive one side (closed side) and a removable
adhesive the other (open side). Ideal for temporary installations where
a tape is needed to hold the artiﬁcial grass in place and later be removed
from the surfaces and leave no adhesive residue, depending upon the surface.
- High tack permanent adhesive (closed side) and a removable adhesive (open side).
- Can be used indoors and outdoors
- 50mm x 50m (wider widths also available from 20mm up to 750mm wide)
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EXHIBITION CARPET TAPE

4109 - Exhibition Carpet Tape
We are the UKs largest supplier of the NEC (National Exhibition
Centre) approved carpet tape with our 4109. This tape was speciﬁcally
designed for temporary carpet installations direct to exhibition hall
ﬂoors. It is easily peeled off from the carpet backing and ﬂoor
substrates when required, without leaving any residue at all on most
surfaces, which is a critical factor for this application.
The open side is removable and the closed side which is permanent
will bond to the carpet or artiﬁcial grass.
- Permanent adhesive (closed side) and a removable adhesive (open side).
- Can be used indoors
- 50mm x 50m (other sizes available upon request)
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